Cambian Wisbech School

Art
In Art the
students were
given the
opportunity to
create their own
unique
bookmarks based
on their favourite
fictional
characters!
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World Book Day 2021

On Thursday 4th March Anglia Way took part in World Book Day
and explored a variety of different books. Each subject took
influence from a different novel and used it to guide their lessons
and learning. The day has hopefully proved to students that
books are not confined to English but are useful and important
tools for all subjects and interests!

Science
The students had an explosive Science lesson, taking influence from the
infamous Roald Dahl’s classic story, George’s Marvellous Medicine!

Hopefully this
means students
won’t lose their
page now, as
appears to have
happened to one
of our students
here…

The students had an excellent time trying to replicate the disgusting potions
that George in the story makes for his Grandmother through the use of
vinegar, oil, food colouring, garlic, bay leaves, fairy liquid, glitter and more!
The creations were absolutely disgusting! They also created lava lamps which
allowed reflection on their knowledge of ‘states of matter’ and then to top it
all off they went outside and exploded some rubber gloves with vinegar and
bicarbonate of soda! What fun!

I would totally freak
out if I saw a ghost
put its hand through
a bench!

I like reading books
because they make me
more intelligent and they
help me with my
dyslexia.

English
What better lesson to explore books in than in English?
All classes carried on reading and studying the books they have been working on in
class; Skellig by David Almond and The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins.

In addition to this, Year 8 also took part in a book club session! They started to read
Jessica’s Ghost by Andrew Norriss which they will carry on with in key working
sessions. The class made predictions about what would happen from the blurb first
and then discussed the first four chapters. The book really seemed to intrigue the
class and we hope they will enjoy finding out what happens next!

Maths
In Maths all classes became detectives and used
mathematical clue sheets to try and break the
code to solve The Mystery of the Winning World
Book Day Costume!

Humanities
In Humanities the students boldly read aloud
some pages from the Horrible Histories- The
British Empire by Terry Deary.

The students attacked this challenge with lots of
enthusiasm and problem-solving skills!

PSHE
In PSHE students looked at the book Giraffe’s
Can’t Dance by Giles Andreae. They explored how
characters within the book made the poor Giraffe
feel with their mean and judgemental comments
and considered how this reflects on the real
world.

Everyone has a personal best

